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long and winding road 
This past year marked my 30th anniversary at Drake  
University and my fifth year as dean of the College of Arts  
and Sciences. The University duly recognized the occasion 
with a certificate, gift, and breakfast, and the provost and  
Arts and Sciences Faculty Cabinet used the occasion for a 
review of my performance as dean. (While it is indelicate  
to discuss personnel matters, I can tell you that I have not 
been fired and that there will be at least a sixth year.)

Such milestones give me pause to consider the collective 
achievements of the College of Arts and Sciences throughout 
the past five years. When I became dean in 2007, the college  
had set ambitious goals for itself as part of its strategic plan.  
While we had a number of specific objectives, all of them  
were aimed toward supporting the distinctive learning and 
work environment of the college, with particular attention  
to global perspectives, interdisciplinary connections, and 
engaged citizenship.

here, there, and everywhere 
I have written previously about our various global initiatives. 
The institution of the new J-term (a three-week session in 
January between fall and spring semesters) has created even 
more opportunities for travel seminars. This year, students  
will be going to London (a Dickens tour), the Galapagos  
(an environmental tour), and Austria-Hungary-Switzerland  
(a music tour), as well as Washington, D.C. (an inaugural 
tour). With the establishment of The Principal Financial 
Group Center for Global Citizenship at Drake University, we 
will be able to expand programs—global public health, global 
ambassador, world languages and cultures—and opportunities 
for student and faculty travel and development.

With the support of the distinctlyDrake campaign, the most 
visible changes to our learning environment have been through 
capital improvements. This includes, of course, the Patty and 
Fred Turner Jazz Center, an addition to the Fine Arts Center 
that has become the hub of jazz education and performance in 
central Iowa. In addition to a first-class performance space, the 
Turner Center also features a state-of-the-art recording studio, 
which gives students hands-on experience through courses like 
Studio Recording Techniques.

Many of our improvements have been to the interiors of 
existing spaces. We renovated Harvey Ingham 104, the  
large lecture hall; created the Ceilley Resource Center for 
Biochemistry, Cell and Molecular Biology; and moved the 
biochemistry lab from Cline Hall to Harvey Ingham. The  
next few years (with a lot of help from donors!) should see  

us completing the renovation of Harvey Ingham, finishing  
the remodeling of Olin Hall, and adding a building to connect 
it to Fitch Hall, thus creating a complex that will link the 
science buildings. We have great plans for improving our 
science facilities—one of the main objectives of distinctlyDrake.

getting better 
We wouldn’t need the physical spaces without the students 
and faculty and programs that inhabit them. I am pleased  
to report that so far we have increased scholarship support in 
Arts and Sciences by $2.1 million. These scholarships include 
the Patricia McDonnell Jorndt Liberal Arts Scholarship 
Endowment, the LaVerne Sedrel Briggs Endowed Cello 
Scholarship, the Wayne Whitehill Scholarship for Fine Arts 
Students, the Ann Taylor Endowed Scholarship, and the 
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Rodney Rogers Endowed Scholarship in Biology. Such  
generosity makes it possible for students to attend Drake,  
and, in fact, we had more students majoring in Arts and 
Sciences programs in 2011–2012 than in 2007–2008. With 
popular media stories questioning the value of a liberal arts 
education, this is a remarkable achievement.

Likewise, through designated gifts and annual fund support  
we have increased funding for programs by more than 
$400,000 and for faculty positions and development by more 
than $4.7 million. These include the Fred and Patty Turner 
Professor in Jazz Studies (Andy Classen), Clifford Rea Chair  
in Biology (a player to be named later, as the saying goes), 
Leonard P. Good Endowed Fund for the Art Department, 
Milton and Joanne Brown Endowed English Faculty Fund,  
and the Anna Gaskell Endowment for Drake Fine Arts. Arts 
and Sciences faculty have also become quite entrepreneurial, 
applying for $2 million more in grants this year than they  
did last year. These grants obtain funding for everything from 
instruments for science labs and faculty research projects 
(often with student collaborators) to summer science camps 
for middle and high school students.

Many of the steps we have taken are intended not merely  
to maintain our exceptional learning environment but to  
move it forward. We know that students born 20 years ago 
learn differently than those born 40 years ago. Students will  
be more mobile, obtaining their educations at more than one 
institution and in more than one country, and they won’t be  
in fixed classrooms anchored by a “sage on the stage.” They 
opt for multiple majors, minors, or concentrations, and the 
programs themselves are becoming more interdisciplinary  
and collaborative. And we know that employers are less 
interested in hiring a “major” than they are in employees  
with the ability to communicate; think critically, analytically, 
and quantitatively; collaborate and work in diverse groups;  
and be creative and innovative.

This is one reason why “interdisciplinary connections”  
has been one of our emphases throughout the past five years.  
The faculty we hire now are very different—at least in their 
training and interests—than those we hired just 10 or  
20 years ago. For instance, in the past five years we have  
hired an ethnobotanist, biophysicist, molecular biologist, 
hydro-geologist, cultural anthropologist, environmental 
historian, new media writer, and neuroscientist, as well as 
experts in legal studies and geography, and Asian philosophy 
and religion, among other fields. These are people already 
adept at making connections—at being collaborative, creative, 
and innovative. The better students are at making connections 
among the various things they are learning, the better they will 
be at using what they know, and the closer we will be to 
realizing our mission.

we can work it out 
Last spring I mentioned that Drake was in the process of 
creating its next strategic plan, a plan designed to move the 
University toward achieving the ambitions of Vision 2025. 

As articulated by President Maxwell, it’s a future in which  
Drake “is broadly acknowledged as one of the most relevant, 
effective, innovative, and distinctive institutions of higher 
education in the United States.” 

While I will not still be dean in 2025 (no one, especially my  
wife, wants that), I can take some satisfaction in knowing  
that as a consequence of the steps we have already taken,  
the College of Arts and Sciences is well positioned to make 
that future not just a vision but a reality.


